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| Inscection Su=ary:

Inspections on: August 11-September 14,1980 (Inspection Report No. 50-322/80-14)
Areas Inspected: Routine onsite regular, backshift and weekend inspections by the
resident inspector (110. inspection hours) of work activities, preoperational testing,
and plant staff act1vities including: tours of the facility; test witnessing;
comparison of as-built plant to FSAR descriptions; review of test and operating

i

| procedures, review of IE Bulletins and Circulars; review of plant drawings; review
| of implementation of preoperational program; and, followup on previous inspection

findings.
Results: Of the eight areas inspected, no items of noncompliance were identified
in seven areas and one'in theeighth area (infraction - installation of vent lines
and valves without an authorizing E & DCR, paragraph 12.b).
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DETAILS |,
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5 1. Persons Contacted

J. Carney,SiteEngineeringRepresentative(S&U).

D. Durand 00A Engineer (L)
T. Gerecke, QA Manager (L)4

R. Gutmann, Maintenance Engineer (L)
i J. Kelly, cield QA Manager (L)
i W. Hunt,SystemsSuperintendent(L)
'

W. Klein, Lead Startup Engineer (L)
M.Milligan,ProjectEngineer(L)_ :J. Morin, Senior Licensing Engineer (L)i 4

: E. Nicholas, Section Supervisor, FQA (L)
' ,

J. Novarro, Project Manager (L) t

R.Perra,ChiefInspectionSupervisor(S&W)
J. Rivello, Plant Manager (L)

W. Steiger, Chief Operating (Engineer (L) |i
J. Taylor, Startup Manager L)'

i D. Terry, Lead Startup Engineer (L)
!

L - Long Island Lighting Company
i S&W - Stone and Webster

! The inspector also interviewed other licensee and contractor personnel i

during the course of the inspection including management, clerical,:
,

j maintenance, operations, engineering, testing, quality assurance, and
! construction personnel.
1 - ,

2. Previous Inspection Item Update
!

! (open) Unresolved Item (322/80-0a-04): Vendor Procedures: The licensee's
j re resentative stated that any vendor procedure used to satisfy FSAR
' preoperational test requirements would be required to be reviewed by-
| the Joint Test Group (JTG) by commitments directly. in the FSAR. This

wts emphasized to all-Lead Startup Engineers by a memo from the Startup:

: Manager dated 9/11/80. This item remains open pending review by the JTG
of the Carbon and HEPA filter test procedures discussed in the item.

(closed) Unresolved Item (322/80-04-05): Preoperational Test (PT)
l'rocedure for Control Room Air Conditioning (CRAC) System: The various
flow rates discussed in this item will be tested via procedure CG-000.034-1.
Revision 1 to PT.412.001 was issued to incorporated the other concerns,
namely a specific acceptance criteria, test of the automatic start feature
of Fan 25 and a demonstration of the capability to manually close certain
valves within the time frame assumed in dose calculations given in the FSAR.

:
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3. Plant Tour

The inspector conducted periodic tours of accessible areas in the plant
during normal, backshift, and weekend hours. During these tours, the
following specific items were evaluated:

-- Hot Work. Adequacy of fire prevention / protection measures used.

-- Fire Equipment. Operability and evidence of periodic inspection of
fire suppression equipment.

-- Housekeeping. Minimal accumulations of debris and maintenance of
required cleanness levels of systems under or following testing.

-- Component Tagging. Implementation and observance of equipment tagging
for safety, equipment protection, and jurisdiction.

-- Instrumentation. Adequate protection for installed instrumentation.

-- Logs. Completeness of logs maintained.
~

-- Security. Adequate site construction security.

-- Prohibited Items. Observations to determine no smoking in restricted
areas and no alcoholic beverages on site.

-- Weld Rod Control. Observations to determine weld rod was being controlled
in accordance with site procedures.

Minor problem areas in weld rod control and housekeeping were discussed with
licensee representatives throughout the inspection.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

4. Maintainability

The inspector reviewed a letter from A. W. Wofford to C. Davis, J. Dye
and J. Gummersall titled "Shoreham Maintainability" dated 3/16/79, which
sets up a Maintainability Task Force. The purpose of this task force is
to identify via system and area walk-downs potential maintenance problems.
This is currently a coordinated effort between LILCO, Stone & Webster, and
General Electric. To date about 1667 items bree been identified. The
licensee tracks these items on a comtuter and dispositions them as the
program proceeds. A number of equipnant modifications have already been
completed.

During plant tours the inspector noted tha* valves 1821 * HV-055A and B,
eighteen inch manually operated valves in the feedwrter lines, were located
in a potentially significant radiation area in the crimary containment and
would require many minutes for an operator to manually operate them. These
valves are used for maintenance isolation purposes. The inspector
questioned whether the concept of maintaining radiation doses as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) had been considered when making these valves
manually operated. This item is designated as inspector follow item
no. (322/80-14-01).
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5. Preoperational Program Implementation

a. Turnover Packages

The inspector reviewed the following release or turnover packages for
systems turned over from the construction organization to the startup
organization:

System 1R438-Emergency Diesel Generator #102 (Blue)

System IC61-Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP)

The inspector reviewed the packages for completeness and required
documentation per the Startup Manual. The inspector also noted
that Operational Quality Assurance reviews had been completed for
both packages. With the exception of the below item, the inspector
identified no discrepancies. During a tour of the Remote Shutdown
Panel Room, the inspector noted that the mimic for the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System (RCIC) showed a connection from the RCIC
steam line to the RHR system, when no such cross connect exists in
the plant. The drawings for the RSP layout and mimics also show the
incorrect cross connect. This discrepancy was not identified in the
Master Punch List for the turnover aackage. This item is unresolved
and is designated as item no. (322/80-14-02),

b. Repair / Rework Witness

The inspector reviewed the pertinent files both in the Startup Offices
and in Field Quality Control (FQC) for Repair / Reworks turned back to
construction either for work or for quality checks. The inspector
discussed with cognizant personnel the document flow paths involved
for the various types of work performed. Personnel interviewed
appeared aware of their resconsibilities in these areas. The inr>ector
observed selected portions of the actual work and the quality control
checks involved for Repair / Rework number E11-20. This job consisted
of replacing the damaged conduit for the 4160 volt power cables to an
RHR pump motor and then reterminating the cables to the motor. The
inspector noted that work was performed by qualified individuals to the
appropriate procedural requirements. No discrepancies were identified.

c. Instrument Calibration

The inspector reviewed the licensee's instrument calibration program
for the preoperational phase. Portable Metering and Test Equipment
(M & TE) is calibrated regularly. Each piece of M & TE has a sticker
attached which gives the date of the last calibration and the next
calibration due date. Permanently installed plant instrumentation is
calibrated once, marked with that date md then not recalibrated until
it enters the normal plant staff permanent calibration program. This
practice has resultad in the use of permanently installed instruments
for data recording in preoperathnal tests, when their calibration
dates were severe,1 years old. The inspector questioned the validity of
data obtained from instruments with such old calibrations. The
licensee's representative stated that a Startup Instruction would be
issued, which would require as a prerequisite to each Preoperational
test, that all installed instruments being used for data taking in the

.
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test be calibrated within one year. This item is unresolved
and is designated as item no. (322/80-14-03).

6. Test Witnessing

The inspector witnessed portions of PT.315.001 conducted on Bank A of the
125V DC batteries. Portions witnessed included the Battery Capacity Test
(test discharge at the 2 hour rate), Battery Charger Capability Test and
the second Battery Equalizing Charge. During the test, the inspector noted
that:

-- the test procedure was approved and released for performance by the JTG;

-- test procedure was in use by personnel performing the test;

-- test equipment was calibrated;

-- test personnel were suitably qualified;

-- quality assurance participation was as required;

-- data was properly logged; and

-- test acceptance criteria were met for portions observed.

With the exception of the items discussed in unresolved iten (322/80-13-02),
the inspector identified no discrepancies.

7. Test Procedure Review

The inspector reviewed the following documents which relate to testing
the various aspects of the Remote Shutdown Panel (IC61 System):

-- PT.133.001, " Remote Shutdown Panel"

-- PT.119.001, " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System"

-- STP #28, Rev. O, " Shutdown from Outside the Main Control Room"

-- Regulatory Guide 1.68.2, " Initial Startup Test Program to
Demonstrate Remote Shutdown Capability for Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants" (R.G.1.68.2)

-- Letter from LILC0 to NRC, SNRC-471 dated 4/11/80

-- FSAR Chapters 7.4, 7.5 and NRC requests and responses



. .

The inspector reviewed the procedures against the various regulatory
requirements and license commitments. The inspector noted that letter

: SNRC-471 commits to R.G.1.68.2 but that STP #28 does not incorporate
all aspects of the Regulatory Guide. The licensee's representative
stated that the majority of the Startup Test Procedures (STP's) were
scheduled for revision before performance due to the length of time

; since their original approval and due to system modifications and
| additional license commitments in the interim. STP #28 was included

among those scheduled for revision. The inspector had no further
' questions at this time.

8. Surveillance Test Intervals

The preoperational test program at Shoreham NPS has been proceeding for
over one year at this time and is scheduled for approximately two more
years. Due to the extended length of this preoperational testing period,
the inspector questioned which test results would be used to guarantee
system operability when required by facility Technical Specifications
and the time from the preoperational test exceeds the specified
surveillance interval. Some examples of tests of concern are: Technical
Specification required ECCS 18 month surveillance testing; Type B & C
containment isolation valve leak rate testing per 10 CFR 50, Appendix J;
and,125 volt DC battery performance discharge tests per IEEE Std 450-1972.
The licensee's representative stated that a program was unoer considerMion
which would run specified plant Surveillance Procedures (SP's) immediately
prior to receiving its operating license. This item will receive further
review and is designated as inspector follow item (322/80-14-04).

_

9. Drawing Issuance and Control

The inspector reviewed the program and procedures for the generation,
revision, issuance and control of various piping flow diagrams. This
review included: The FM flow diagrams' revision, incorporation of
Engineering and Design Coordination Peports (E & DCR's) both before and
after formal revision, tracking of drawings affected by E & DCR's, and'

" marked-up FM drawings" with unique value numbers included - MFSK's.
The inspector noted that the licensee was experiencing some problems
ensuring that E & DCR's were properly referenced to the appropriate
drawings, but appeared to be addressing this problem. With the exception
of the item in paragraph 11 below, no items of noncompliance were identified.

10. Pipe Break Outside Containment

The inspector reviewed Chapter 3, Appendix 3C to the FSAR, " Pipe Failure
Outside Primary Containment" which discusses postulated pipe breaks and
cracks outside the primary containment. This chapter describes the plant's
capability to withstand the postulated breaks and includes a description of
features installed to mitigate the effects of breaks. The inspector
conducted tours of the facility and performed independent measurements to
verify that the features were as described in the FSAR. Items reviewed
included: rubber gaskets on Motor Control Centers (MCC's,, Unit Coolers
for MCC rooms in the reactor building, seismic rattle space between the
reactor and turbine buildings, steel plating on relay room wall, double
pipes around certain critical high energy piping, environmental barrier
walls and pipe rupture restraints. No discrepancies were identified.

,
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11. HPCI Leak Rate Testing

a. General

The inspector reviewed the containment penetrations and containment
isolation valves associated with the High Pressure Coolant Injection
(HPCI) System and shown on flce diagram FM-25A. As part of this
review the inspector walked each line, inspected the valve and penetration
arrangements, and reviewed the following documents:

FSAR Chapter 6.2

FSAR Request and Response Section

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria

10 CFR 50 Appendix J (App J)

PT.654.003, " Primary Containment Leak Rate Test, Type C"

With the exception of the below items, the inspector identified no
discrepancies with the pertinent requirements.

b. Reverse Direction Testing

App. J, paragraph III.C.1 requires that valves be tested with pressure
applied in the same direction as during the Design Basis Accident,
unless reverse direction testing is shown to be equivalent or more
conservative. The FSAR states that valves E51 * MOV-47, E41 * MOV-49
and E51 * MOV-49 will be tested in the reverse direction but that such
testing is conservative due to the fact that the valves are globe
valves oriented such that test pressure would be under the valve seat.
The inspector noted that E & DCR's F8768A and F22998 changed the valve
orientation so that the test is no longer conservative. This item is
unresolved and is designated (322/80-14-05).

c. Vacuum Breaker Line

Penetration X-41 is the HPCI Turbine Exhaust Vacuum Breaker Line and
connects directly to the Suppression Chamber air space. This penetration
falls under the purview of Criterion 56 to Appendix A requiring two
containmert isolation valves. The second valve outside containment
is an eighteen inch check valve E41 * 0022 and is discussed on page
6.2-44b of the FSAR. The preoperational leak rate test, PT.654.003, does
not include a test of this valve as required by App J. This item is
unresolved and is designated as item no. (322/80-14-06).

d. Suppression Chamber Level

The HPCI flow diagram shows two Suppression Chamber (SC) level instruments
attached through four containment penetrations. These penetrations arc
listed as spares in the FSAR penetration table. Vent and test valves
attached to these instruments constitute a single barrier between the
primary containment atmosphere and the Reactor Building atmosphere and
as such qualify as Type C testable valves. Additionally there are
gasketed joints on the instruments which are Type B testable. Currently
these instruments are not included in the procedures for leak rate
testing. This item is unresolved and is designated no. (322/80-14-07).

.
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e. Downstream Test Method

In PT.654.003 the test of penetration X-12 utilizes flow meters attached
downstream of the valve being tested to measure leakage through the valve.
This test method does not ensure that all leakage through the valve passes
through the flow meter and thus, in the computations that ensue, could
result in a non-conservative value for the penetration leakage. This
item is unresolved pending revision of the test method for penetration
X-12 and others using this test method (Item no. 322/80-14-08).

12. HPCI System Tour

a. General

The inspector reviewed the FSAR description, the system description (SD),
flow diagrams, and related documents for the High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) System. The inspector then toured the as-built system
in the plant and observed major system components, piping and instrumentation.
The inspector noted the storage conditions of installed equipment and
the status of the HPCI lube oil system flush which was in progress. The
inspector compared the as-built system to the varipus requirements and
commitments. With the exception of the below items, the inspector had no
further questions at this time,

b. System Vents

During the tour of the system, the inspector noted that several vent lines
and vent valves were installed on the piping but were not included on the
flow diagram or on E & DCR's referenced as outstanding for inclusion on
the next drawing revision. This installation is contrary to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III, S&W Engineering Assurance Procedure 6.3, and
Courter & Company 0AP 15.3 and is an item of noncompliance (322/80-14-09).

The licensee conducted additional reviews and determined that, in all,

67 valves had been installed in a similar manner. An E & DCR was initiated
to modify the appropriate drawings for all these valves. Additionally,4

procedures were initiated at the time of system hydrotest completion to
ensure that all discrepancies of this sort were identified and corrected.
Personnel involved were reinstructed in the requirements for E & DCR's.
This item is considered closed.

c. Vacuum Pump Discharge

The description on page 6.3-6 of the FSAR states that the noncondensable
gases from the HPCI barometric condenser are pumped to the suppression
chamber. During the tour the inspector noted that gases are pumped from
the barometric condenser by the HPCI vacuum pump to the Reactor Building
Standby Ventilation System vice the suppression chamber. This item is
designated as item no. (322/80-14-10).

.
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) d. Instrument Line Vent

h The HPCI Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) steam lines have instrument
' lines attached for measurement of steam flow and pressure. During the '

; system tour, the inspector noted that the vent on the HPCI instrument
line (line K-94) had only a single valve and was not shown on the flow'

diagram (FM-25A). Upon investigation, the licensee determined that the
valve was shown on the detailed instrument line drawings (FK's) and that.

action had been initiated to add a second valve to the RCIC line. The
licensee's representative stated that the E & DCR would be modified to

: add the second valve to the HPCI line also and to correct the FM drawing.
; Thisitemisdesignatedasinspectorfollowitemno.(322/80-14-11).
'

e. Pump Labeling

The HPCI system has two pumps, a main one and a booster one, powered;

| by a single turbine. During the tour, the inspector noted that the
main pump was incorrectly labeled as the booster pump. This is
designated as inspector follow item no. (322/80-14-12).

.

13. IE Bulletins and Circulars

a. Environmental Qualifications

| To date there have been eight Bulletins and Circulars issued relating
i to the topic of environmental qualification of electrical equipment,
j The licensee is currently preparing a comprehensive report on this
i topic for submission to the NRC and also intends to individually address

each Bulletin and Circular. All of these related documents will be
reviewed upon completion of the comprehensive report.

b. Circular 77-11
,

.

) Circular 77-11, Leakage of Containment Isolation Valves with Resilient
! Seats, describes difficulties in maintaining leak tight characteristics
| for the subject valves. The licensee has determined that valves used

at Shoreham, while not precisely those identified in the Circular, are
similar and merit careful observation during planned testing. The licensee
has stated that the results of scheduled leak testing will determine the
need, if any, for more frequent testing or modified maintenance schedules.
Based on these determinations, this Circular is considered closed.

c. Circulars 77-14 and 80-14

Circular 77-14, Separation of Contaminated Water System from Non-Contaminated i

Pbt System and R cular 80-14, Radioactive Contamination of Plant
Demiharalized Water System, describe potential problems with cross-connects

i between radioactive and non-radioactive-plant' systems. The licensee had -
reviewed Circular 77-14 and found the plant systems acceptable. Based on
a review of the two Circulars, tours of the plant and' document review, thei

inspector requested that the licensee review this area' again particularly in
two areas. One area is potential backflow from the Condensate Storage Tank
Penetration N3 to the Demineralized Water Storage Tank. The second area is-

potential backflow from the Fire Protection Tanks to the Domestic Water
System since the fill line is within about one inch of the overflow line,
possibly allowing backflow if there is any sloshing of the water in the tank.
Considerable turbulence does result in the tank at times, for example when

!'
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the fire pump is placed in recirculation mode for testing. These
Circulars remain open,

d. Circular 78-02

Circular 78-02, Proper Lubricating Oil for Terry Turbines, describes
a failure of the HPCI turbine due to improper lube oil use. The
inspector noted that the correct oil is specified for use both in
preoperational and normal plant operating procedures. Additionally
during the current HPCI and RCIC lube oil system flushes, the inspector
noted that the oil being utilized was the correct specified oil. The
Circular is considered closed.

During the review of this Circular, the inspector noted that the licensee
has a document, Mobil Lubrication Reccmmendation Book, which specifies the
lubricants to be used for all plant components. There are currently no
administrative controls on this document as specified in paragraph 5.1
of ANSI N18.7-1972. This item is unresolved and is designated as item
no.(322/80-14-13).

14. Unresolved Items

Items about which more information is required to determine acceptability
are considered unresolved. Paragraphs 5,11,12 and 13 of this report
contain unresolved items.

15. Management Meetings
'

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were
held with senior plant management to discuss the scope and findings of this
inspection. The item of noncompliance and unresolved items were identified.

The resident inspector also attended the entrance and exit interviews of
region-ba;ed inspectors conducted with plant management during the course
of this inspection.
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